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Achieving Preallocation: Turn Transition Practices in Board Games

Emily Hofstetter
Department of Culture and Society, Linköping University (Linköpings universitet), Linköping, Sweden

ABSTRACT
This paper contributes an analysis of practices for managing a preallocated turn-taking system in board games, expanding existing studies of preallocation beyond question-answer sequences. Although board games have existed for thousands of years across human cultures, and despite being a widely used method of data elicitation in many fields of research, there are few studies of how adults accomplish play. Using conversation analysis, this paper demonstrates how participants organize transition between board-game turns, finding that participants treat the game turns as analogous to the organization of pre- and post-possible completion. However, the pre-allocated nature of game turns results in alternate sense making concerning delays and overlap, especially where such occurrences threaten the achievement of the activity. Data are in English.

Turn-taking is used for the ordering of moves in games … (Sacks et al., 1974, p. 696).

Sacks et al.’s (1974) description of turn-taking in conversation was a landmark in research on naturalistic interaction. As two recent studies demonstrated, similar turn-taking systems can exist even in nonspeaking social activities, such as skateboarding and swing dance jam sessions (Ivarsson & Greiffenhagen, 2015; Keevallik & Ekström, 2019). Further work has elaborated how turn-taking operates in institutional environments (Drew & Heritage, 1992), where the system is altered, especially with respect to the preallocation of turns and rights to types of turns. Although preallocation of turns has been noted, it has been dismissed from investigation because “to the extent that the order in which speakers” talk is fixed by virtue of the turn allocation restrictions, speaker selection is built into the system, and therefore is not locally managed’ (Atkinson & Drew, 1979, p. 62). The current research shows that even preallocation of turns can only be achieved via members’ interactional work. It is worth expanding our investigation into preallocation since so many activity settings (institutional interaction such as interviews, various forms of leisure and professional play or sport, etc.) involve various methods for delimiting rights to next turns. Games are a perspicuous setting for analyzing preallocated turn order given their ubiquity throughout human history, across cultures, and across forms of human research (see below). Although games are commonly used as a convenient example of social structure (DiCicco-Bloom & Gibson, 2010, see also the epigraph), they are rarely analyzed in their own right as an activity that involves social work to achieve. With this research, I aim to change that by examining how one element of preallocation is achieved in board games—namely, the management of game-turn transitions. This research makes two contributions to the study of language in interaction: First, it reports how preallocated turn-transition is managed by participants and how this system compares to Schegloff’s (1996) description of pre- and post-possible completion, and second, it provides a framework for understanding interaction during board game play, a commonly used source of data and a cross-cultural activity.
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Board games as a perspicuous setting for preallocation

Board games, or “table top” games (inclusive of card and dice games), are a form of social engagement used across cultures (e.g., Culin, 1992; De Voogt, 2002; Pickles, 2014), and there is evidence of board game play from up to 10,000 years ago (Finkel, 2007). Games are also used in a wide variety of data elicitation research methods, including experimentation (Simon & Chase, 1973 once called chess the “drosophila of psychology”), language teaching (e.g., Smith, 2006), and the collection of field data in interactional studies (e.g., Viney, 2015). Despite the pervasive use of board games as a social activity and as a tool for research, no studies have examined how games structure the social interaction that occurs during their use and, thus, what influence the game has on data collected. While games are a popular metaphor for social behavior (DiCicco-Bloom & Gibson, 2010), they are underexamined as an activity in and of themselves.

Games are often defined by the application of rules (Huizinga, 1949); however, it is well known that actual instances of game play do not involve blind adherence to rules (Schneider, 2001). Rules, instead, are enacted by participants making sense of actions as appropriate for play, as Garfinkel (1967) discussed with respect to tic-tac-toe. Liberman (2013) provides the best account so far of how players manage rules in actual game play. Through successive implementation of rules and reference to past rule decisions, players “objectify” rules into resources for accountability, without ever requiring explicit negotiation of rules. However, Liberman’s account does not address in detail how one of the most central rules of game play is managed over the course of a game: the organization of game-turns. This paper will provide such an analysis of practices for maintaining the turn system.

The analysis does not only illuminate game play. Board games provide a perspicuous setting (Garfinkel, 1967) for the demonstration of preallocation practices more broadly. Preallocation is a key component of many activity-bounded (Sacks, 1992) interactions, such as institutional interactions (Drew & Heritage, 1992), and yet past studies of preallocation techniques in these settings have largely been restricted to question-answer sequences (Heritage & Clayman, 2010, pp. 37–38). Board games provide a perspicuous setting due to tightly constraining both the types of turns and the order of turns; due to being a site of socialization based on the turn-taking practices as play occurs; and due to lacking scripted turns, so giving participants a wide range of resources with which to display accountability. Past studies that deal with preallocation typically involve an unequal distribution of turns and rights to specific types of turns, often managed by a mediator (e.g., Garton, 2012; Mondada et al., 2017; Mortensen & Hazel, 2011); whereas, board games typically involve practices for maintaining an equal distribution of both the number and types of turns, without a mediator.

Despite a significant number of studies of interaction involving recordings of board games (e.g., Betz & Deppermann, 2018; Bolden, 2013, p. 335; Drew & Kendrick, 2018; Kidwell, 2013, pp. 108–109; Pillet-Shore, 2018, p. 225; Robinson, 2004, pp. 293–294; Rossi, 2015, p. 211; Tykkyläinen, 2010), analysis of the preallocation practices—that is, analysis of game play—is absent in nearly all interactional literature. In most cases, the analysis focuses on moments wherein a game is suspended for some reason (Kendrick & Drew, 2016, p. 9, though see Drew & Kendrick, 2018, for one of the exceptions). As this paper will show, the practices for maintaining game-turn order permeate the interaction and should be accounted for when the game is being played. The three exceptions to the above are Drew and Kendrick (2018, above), Liberman (2013, above), and Suttinen (2014), who demonstrates that exiting the game-play organization takes work, as an example of mutiactivity. The interactional literature that has analyzed adult play has focused on video games, in which turn order will differ from that described below (Mondada, 2012; Reeves et al., 2017) and in which options for managing the preallocated system may be more contingent on a video game’s code affordances and material set-up.

Methods

Data are in several dialects of English. The data in this study are from three different game play settings: games collected at gatherings of board game hobbyists in homes or cafes, games posted online
as “live plays” or nonscripted example plays of the game, and games by novices in university classrooms. Local participants gave informed consent to be recorded. Online data are treated as publicly accessible television given that view counts for any given video are between ten thousand and several million. This study was approved by the ethical review board at Loughborough University. A summary of the data can be found in Table 1.

The data comprise observations from 21 different games, many of which may be unfamiliar to the reader as most are what is sometimes termed “new wave tabletop games” (Jolin, 2016). Although these less-familiar games often have different mechanics than “mainstream” board games (Scrabble, Monopoly) or card games (poker, bridge), they involve the same turn-taking requirements (with the exception of games in which everyone plays at once, which are set aside for future research). Using “new wave” games allowed for more diversity in the game mechanics and the turn procedures analyzed. There is not space to elaborate every game’s rules; however, links to information on the games can be found in the Notes. Rules relevant to the sequence at hand will be explained. The findings in this paper can only be taken to apply to turn-based games wherein a one-at-a-time rule is achieved (rather than speed games wherein players all act simultaneously, as in racing).

As the goal of the study is to examine how participants manage preallocation for themselves, this study uses conversation analysis (inclusive of multimodal practices), which is particularly appropriate for demonstrating how participants orient to and treat practices and actions during interaction (for transcription, see Mondada, 2018; for conversation analytic methods, see Sidnell, 2010). Each game turn in the recordings was examined to see which practices participants used for achieving a game turn. In other words, using the ethnomethodological framework that conversation analysis employs, the analytic process questioned how any given practice was treated as a game turn. Deviant cases were included, because they demonstrated what occurs when participants do not adhere to the norms of transition and in which ways such breaches were made accountable. For example, the analysis below includes instances wherein participants treated a game turn as complete when it turned out not to be (Extract 1) or wherein participants skipped part or all of another’s game turn (Extracts 15, 18).

Novice players are represented in the data (some are whole groups of novices, although only in the university student data, whereas, some sessions in the rest of the data are novices mixed with hobbyists). The online data are a produced media product, as with televised interview data; however, in being nonscripted the players must still rely on their everyday sense-making procedures for management of turn-taking. None of the online data were specifically how-to videos and some were from live-streamed game play.

**Analysis**

This paper will cover how players managed transition between turns once they came to a recognizable completion point. Following Schegloff (1996, p. 97), the transition space is the focus, and the turns are treated as the time between “episodes of determination of when the action shall pass to another.” What constitutes a recognizably complete game turn is beyond the scope of this article, although it will be touched upon. I will first demonstrate that players treat game turns as having recognizable end points and that they can project transitions based on ongoing contingencies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data subset</th>
<th>Number of sessions*</th>
<th>Number of hours</th>
<th>Number of turns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board game hobbyists</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online games</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University students</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>2,131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A session is a recording with a unique group of people at some unique time.*
Game turns are the analogous unit for a turn-at-talk; however, games have preallocated means for determining what counts as a complete game turn—that is, for determining when a point of possible completion has been reached. This is in contrast to the Sacks et al. (1974) systematics, in that games do (often) fix turn size and specify in advance (much of) what players “say” (Sacks et al., Items 6 and 8). What players may “say” constitutes the set of possible game “actions” they may take, such as playing a card, moving an army a certain number of spaces, or drawing new units or cards. Describing the means for preallocating turn size and content is beyond the scope of this paper, but in its simplest terms, games require that certain game actions must happen on a game turn, certain additional game actions may happen. Some games are structured so players do all of a specified set of actions (e.g., draw, move, attack), others allow for, for example, three actions of any combination (three draws, or two moves and attack, etc.). These game actions and constraints on their use provide for the projectability of game-turn completion, much as syntax, prosody, and pragmatics do for TCU’s in everyday talk (Ford & Thompson, 1996). The order of those game actions within the game turn is typically preallocated as well; however, the length of real time taken for these events is variable. Let us begin by demonstrating that (a) game turns have a projectable possible completion and (b) next players orient to avoiding starting the next game turn in overlap.

In Extract 1, Spider (all players in this game play as “animals,” hence their pseudonyms) has been deciding what to do on his game turn. He must choose where to place his token. Compare his initial moment of placing (L7) but then changing the token’s placement (L12–13) with his subsequent withdrawing and solidifying his placement (L15–16) and then again altering the placement (L15–18). Reptile projects that Spider’s game turn will end at the second, but not the first, choosing, as seen in Reptile beginning, but then halting, his turn (L17).

Extract 1: 160908 Dominant Species 2.5:00

1  SP: *=#so which one do I go for,
2  sp: *gaze@cards-->  #Xtl1.1
3            (5.2) *(1.2)
4  sp: -->*gaze around board-->
5  SP: #*(              [* ] )*# *
6  MAM: [I assume you’ll want *wetlan:d]    -->*...........*places*
7  sp:             
8  MAM: *Yeah.
9  sp: *#holds finger on token-->  #Xtl1.2
10     (0.3)
11  SP: I <think,>>
12     (2.3)*
13  sp: -->*moves token 1 space-->
14  MAM: *Yip,
15     (0.9) *(0.6)Ω(0.6)*(0.3) Ω(.)
16  sp: -->*withdraws-----*returns hand to token-->
17  rep: *extends arm--Qwithdraws-->  #Xtl1.3 #Xtl1.4
18  SP: UH::*::: soQrry::: # uh:<:;:
19  sp: -->*moves token back & forth-->
20  rep:  -->Ω
21     (0.5)
22  SP: *Actually it Qdoesn’t matter*.
23  sp: -->*withdraws-----------------*sits back-->
24  rep: *extends arm with token-->
25     (0.5)
26  SP: >Hopefully< Yeah I can Q*get toQeither of them,=
27  sp:  -->*leans on table-->
28  rep:  -->Qplaces--Qwithdraws-->
Reptile orients to Spider releasing the token as a possible relevant place for transition (Sacks et al., 1974). When it becomes clear that Spider is changing his token placement and has not yet completed his game turn (analogously, a repairing increment), Reptile retracts his game-turn beginning of extending his hand and does not reinitiate his own game turn until Spider has again released the token (unlike in Oloff, 2013, Spider does not projectably reserve an opportunity for reentry). The placing (and releasing)\(^2\) of the token is the game action relevant for this portion of the game, in this specific game; in other games a possible completion point is reached by collecting points or coins (Extract 2), playing a card, or even indicating a choice (Extract 10). For example, below, Stefan counts (L3) and then collects his coins (L9), the final game action for his game turn, strongly projecting game-turn completion. The next player Luc responds by preparing to take his own game turn (L16–18).

Extract 2: DT Small World SI_14.40

1 (0.2)+(.)+(0.2)
2 stef: -->+ +pointing each spot-->
3 STEF: nine ten el+even[+.
4 ROB: {.mk whah+hhh
5 stef: -->+hold--九大,+++
6 * (0.4)*(.)
7 rob: *......*rubbing forehead-->
8 LUC: That’s a bi+t rough#
9 stef: +collecting coins-->
   #Ext 2.1
10 (1.5)
11 ROB: I don’ like it,*
12 rob: -->*
13 (1.5)
14 ROB: I don’t like it
15 stef: -->+
16 LUC: Mkay:,hh=
17 STEF: ^Gotta jump on that^ #sky: island train brah.=
18 luc: ^...collecting spare armies>>
   #Ext2.2

Figure 1.
Points of possible game-turn completion are recognizable by players and oriented to as turn relevance places. However, the temporality of such game actions is highly projectable—that is, once the action of placing a token is initiated, it should be evident that the game turn is about to end (Mondada, 2006), much as syntax, for example, can project turn ending by virtue of clause structure (Auer, 2009; Ford & Thompson, 1996). This raises the question of why players do not visibly project further in advance. Across the corpus, players do not typically prebegin the next game turn while the current game turn is still “undecided” (that is, choices such as token location, which card to use, or so on are not accountably complete). I suggest this is due to two factors. First, to prebegin a next game turn early reveals the next player’s game choices, which may be strategically disadvantageous. If the current player has not yet accountably completed their game turn, they could alter their move based on visible early prebeginning of the next player’s game turn.

The second factor is structural: The completion of game actions is actually only a pre-possible completion (Schegloff, 1996, p. 83), not the possible completion point. The accomplishment of the relevant game actions is the point at which the game-turn ending is projectable. It is the ensuing practices of withdrawing from the play space that accomplish the possible completion point (or as close to a “point,” a single moment in time, as one gets in interaction). I suggest this is the case given that the next player is not accountable to undertake the next game turn until after the practices of withdrawing from the play space are done. Such accountability is available in Extract 3. Here, next players overlap their game-turn initiations with the withdrawing practices of the current players, until Line 14. Mammal does not overlap Insect’s game turn with any indication that he or she is about to begin the next game turn. However, the moment Insect is fully withdrawn from the play space (L13–14), Mammal begins practices to account for the lack of play (L15–20), showing Mammal’s orientation to the withdrawal as the moment at which turn-taking efforts are accountably due.

Extract 3: 160908 Dominant Species 2_1:37

```
1   (0.5) ^ (. ) ^ (0.4) + (0.2) ^
2   mam: -->^ places ^ withdraws --^  
3   bir:                                       ^ 
4   (1.1) + **^ # (1.1 ) +   
5   bir: +places ^ withdraws +  
6   sp: ^ extends hand w. token -->
7   #Ext3.1
8   (0.3) * (0.3) * (0.4) ^ (0.6) *
9   sp: -->^ places ^ withdraws --^  
10  rep: # extends hand w. token -->
11  #Ext3.2
12  (0.8) Ω Ω (0.8) | (0.2) Ω (0.4) |  
13  rep: -->^ places Ω withdraws Ω  
14  ins: | leans in to table |
15  (1.3)
16  mam: ^half lift hand w. token, fiddling-->
17  MAM: Uh::: ^: : : : : h h ^
18  mam: -->^ hovers hand higher, ^
19  ^ (0.8) ^ (.) ^ (0.8) ^
20  mam: ^ extends hand w. token ^ places ^ withdraws ^
```
Although Insect does not overlap with an extension of a hand, Mammal and Insect do overlap with an orientation to the board, leaning in and displaying attention to the proceedings and incipient action (see also Extract 10, for a failure to pay attention, followed by a lean in). Mammal does not display incipient action in overlap; however, both players display incipient action. By hovering their hand with the game token (L16, 18), as well as uttering “uh” (L17), Mammal displays attention to the game, awareness that their game turn is incipient, and projects that play is imminent. In other words, Mammal orients to their accountability for not playing by displaying incipient play. Play is therefore accountably due when the prior player has fully withdrawn from the playing space (L14), not just when the prior player has accomplished the last game action on his or her game turn (pre-possible completion). Withdrawal is not only a matter of reaching (Sacks & Schegloff, 2002) but of making oneself unavailable to play, thus passing on any further activity (in contrast to Extract 1, where withdrawal was not completed). Once the current player has withdrawn and has both reached “home position” and displayed unavailability, failure from the next player to display incipient play results in problems in intersubjectivity and in being sanctioned by other players.

To summarize, the analysis in this paper claims that game turns have an analogous structure to everyday turn-taking, particularly with respect to Schegloff’s (1996) turn-transition framework. Players precomplete their game turn by accomplishing final actions (as specified by the game) of their game turn and reach a possible completion point by withdrawing from the play space. The next player is accountably due to play when the withdrawing practices are done, although next players may prebegin, “in overlap,” once the prior player has reached pre-possible completion. In the next sections, I will elaborate on the evidence for this structure of game turns. I will first examine the practices players use for withdrawing from the play space and reaching the completion point and, subsequently, analyze the practices players use to account for, or to make others accountable for, delays in taking the next game turn on time. Finally, I will analyze (deviant) cases of interjacent overlap (Jefferson, 1986), in which players prebegin too early and are sanctioned.

**Practices for ending a turn**

Once the game turn has reached pre-possible completion, players confirm they are completing a game turn by withdrawing from the playing space and making themselves inaccessible for play. The game turn may be visibly complete through evidence on the board, and the next player’s (pre)selection likewise often made visible through board-game pieces (see also Lynch et al., 1983, on artifacts as mnemonics for activity progress). Nevertheless, players must still display their orientation to the progressing game turns and are accountable for upholding turn transition. By removing all signs of incipient play, players display that they cannot take further action, repair, or restart. For example, in the next extract, once Steve completes his game actions by placing two cubes (L7), he then enacts
several practices to reach a possible turn completion (L8–10), to which the next player, Gordon, responds by initiating the next game turn.

Extract 4: BGZ Lords of Waterdeep_19.12

1 STEV: A+nd d+a white cube.+TWO white cubes-s.
2 ste: *.... +picks up cube+,,,+returns for 2- cube+ picks up-->
3 (.)+(0.2)+(0.6)
4 ste: -->+,,,,+ducking head to see own supplies-->
5 STE: *( ) *(whispered))
6 + (0.3) +
7 ste: -->puts down the 2 cubes+
8 STE: Yep.
9 (0.3)+(1.2) *(0.9)*(0.6)*(0.5) *
10 ste: + picks up cards+leans forearms on table-->
11 gor: *.....*RH hover-reaching-->
12 GOR: Kay,

Only the last of the three practices that complete Steve’s game turn are treated as a definite completion point. When Steve leans on the table (L10), Gordon extends and then hovers his hand with a token (L11), initiating the next game turn and treating the leaning on the table as the completion point of the game turn. The (seemingly self-confirmatory) “Yep” (L8) and picking up cards (L10) provide a sequential context of pre-possible that project Steve’s game-turn completion point. These practices serially display Steve’s orientation to progressivity (Stivers & Robinson, 2006). When Steve finally leans on the table (L10), any doubt of his availability to play is removed and Gordon ratifies Steve’s display as one of completion by uttering an activity-shift marker (Beach, 1993) (L12) and starting the next turn.

Leaning back and away from the playing space (the table and game board) is similarly effective, as it mirrors the embodied withdrawals from turns in everyday talk (Li, 2014; Oloff, 2013; Reed, 2015). Withdrawing one’s hand from a token was already a visible practice in Extracts 1 and 2. Leaning further away once the hand is withdrawn is a common follow-up, as seen below. Here, Jess passes on the (optional) opportunity to purchase an available property in Monopoly and so completes his game turn without the typical purchasing game action. Jess accomplishes this by both leaning back from the table (L8) and by a “tossing” gesture (L8), in which he gestures as if passing the game turn metaphorically to Steve.

Extract 5: G Monopoly_15:20 ((Steve is re-enacting a conversation in his utterances L1-7))

1 STEV: hhY+eah, (0.2) Are you going,
2 jess: +moves token-->
3 (0.2)+(0.3)+
4 jess: -->+,,,,+
5 STEV: Yep.
6 JESS: +t[ksk
7 STEV: [I’l l b+e there:_+ 
8 jess: +leans back+#toss gesture+leans back>>
9 STEV: Y*ou don’t #want it,*
10 stev: *..............*collects dice-->
12 JESS: *Nahh*
13 (.)*(0.3)
14 stev: -->*rolling-->
Jess faced a problem in reaching a completion point; he could not perform game actions that served as pre-possible completion, because he had reached the point whereby all that was left to do (if he was not buying a property) was nothing. The absence of action (or game action) may have displayed accountable delay rather than possible completion. As a result, Jess needed to indicate his choice to not act. The toss gesture and removing himself from the playing space together were one way to accomplish this. Although Steve initiates repair on Jess’s withdrawal (L9), he projects that Jess is completing the current game turn by prebeginning his own next game turn by picking up the dice (L10). Steve withholds rolling the dice until Jess confirms the game turn to be completed. As another example of a player leaning away to indicate withdrawal, in the following, Bird not only withdraws their hand but also then leans their full body away from the playing space and sinks down into their chair. Although Reptile is not the next player, Reptile still orients to Bird as having completed his game turn:

Extract 6: Dominant Species 1_22.58

1  BIR:   Fivel, +(0.5) six. +
2  bir: +moves token+    
3  bir: +(1.1)#+
4  bir: ++,+,+,+
5  Ext6.1
6  REP: +Kay.  
7  bir: +leans back & settles lower in chair-->
8  rep: *returns token to bird-->
9  bir: -->+  
10 Ext6.2  
11 BIR: [*Than:k’you.*]  
12 SP: [#Yeh: yeh.#]
Reptile orients to Bird’s game-turn completion twice, first, by verbally accepting the game action with “Kay” (L5; note that this may also be an activity shift marker, Beach, 1993) and, second, by returning the token Bird was using to Bird (L8; this is a different stage of the game than Extracts 1 and 2, and now some tokens are retrieved instead of placed). Reptile cannot play, as they are not the next player, so the only way to orient to Bird’s game turn being completed is to assist in its completion and/or to comment on the game turn. It is not until Bird leans away from the playing space, however, that Reptile passes Bird's token over. To move the token during another player’s game turn is highly inappropriate, as it would constitute making decisions on the other player’s behalf (unless requested). Once the game turn is at a completion point, however, then it becomes possible for other players to collaborate to help to demonstrably close the game turn. If the piece remained on the table, Bird’s game turn might still appear “live.” To remove the token, especially as it is somewhat out of Bird’s reach, is to be supportive and collaborative. However, this is only possible, and only done, when a player has fully withdrawn. Bird’s withdrawal, while demonstrating game-turn completion, ironically also makes the token all the more inaccessible to remove.

Besides removing oneself from accessibility to play, players can also verbally announce the completion of a game turn. For instance, below, Kat announces each step of the game-turn completion (L1–4).

Extract 7: 160712 Tash Kalar 2_0:9:34

1 KAT: +Okay.=So th+at’s- (.) that’s for the fut+u[re. And I’m gon+na=  
2 kat: +............+RH hover over cards------------------------+  
3 AD: [Yeah,  
4 KAT: =draw an+ extra one for this turn and th+at’s my turn.  
5 kat: +draws card------------------------+  
6 JOH: .tch .hhh And sorry we get one point[ for- ]  
7 AD: [Was that-] (.) two  
8 actions,  
9 KAT: That was.=+Cause I +placed+ a[nd summon+ ]ed.  
10 AD: [Oh yeah right.]  
11 kat: +........+points+------------------------+

The announcement of her final game action (L4) "draw an extra one [card] for this turn" projects the completion point, and “that’s my turn” concludes the game turn, making the completion point
available verbally. The next player, Adam, however, initiates repair, checking whether Kat had completed the necessary two game actions for her game turn and treating it as unclear. Such repairs must be done no later than the transition space, as once Adam begins his game turn, Kat can see what Adam’s own game actions would be and so she is no longer fairly able to change her prior game turn. This extract demonstrates that reaching a completion point and transitioning to the next player are accomplishments, requiring acceptance by all players, which was done tacitly in the previous extracts.

In everyday interaction, given the orientation to each speaker having rights to one full TCU (Sacks et al., 1974), for a speaker to lapse (Hoey, 2015) halfway through a clause would be cause for repair—the speaker would not have completed the TCU and may have left important elements of the TCU for subsequent action unaccomplished. With games, it is always the case that an unfinished game turn causes problems for subsequent game turns, as it undermines the central means by which gaming itself is accomplished as an activity. Thus, if the practices for reaching a completion point are deemed insufficient, players initiate repair. Extract 7 shows repairing the conditions for prepossible; Adam is not repairing whether Kat believes her game turn to be finished, as this is evident in her utterance, but is repairing whether her actions have sufficiently accomplished a game turn, for the purposes of what the players are willing to accept in this game, in any case (Liberman, 2013). In contrast, below, Tina repairs whether Hal has reached the completion point (L20), rather than repairing whether Hal had completed sufficient game actions. It is evident from the preceding moments that Hal has accomplished game actions that serve as pre-possible completion—specifically, purchasing a “building” and making a new one in the deck available for others to purchase. As the building’s features are hard to read, players discuss it aloud (L3–9), which temporarily suspends the game-turn progression. When the joint attention to the new building ceases (L17), Tina initiates a confirmation check (L20) that the game may now progress. Tina is the next player.

Extract 8: GN Lords of Waterdeep_56.16

1 hal: >>>gaze@building tile-->
2 bra: >>>|gaze@building tile-->
3 HAL: So [we just put out the h|ouse of the moon:.
4 BRA: [house-->
5 HAL: (2.2)
6 BRA: .tk You get (.) a cleric [an:d a >face [up quest<.
7 STE: [Ih- [face up quest,
8 HAL: Yep.
9 STE: Ah: _ that’s f[a:ny.
10 BRA: [KhHMh] ((cough))
11 bra: -->|gaze@hal>>
12 (1.0)
13 HAL: "I am much for *f+ancy book learning,*"
14 tin: *gaze@hal’s hands-->
15 hal: -->arranging pieces-->
16 LAR: (hm)
17 (2.3)*(0.2)\+(0.4)
18 tin: -->*gaze@hal-->
19 hal: -->looking through cards-->
20 TIN: You done,.
21 HAL: Yeah=yeah.*
22 tin: -->reaching with token to board>>
23 BRA: Yeah?
24 TIN: Liern ta- liern- li(h)hh-
Hal has any remaining game actions for his game turn to do, by initiating a confirmation check Tina reorients joint attention of all players to game-turn progression. She provides a warrant for herself to begin to play, in the absence of a clear indication from Hal that he is at a possible completion point. She chooses to avoid potentially overlapping with the end of Hal’s game turn. If, despite game-turn ending practices, the next player does not start, additional methods can be used, including prompting with an order. Here, we see Rob finishing the pre-possible completion elements of his game turn (L1–4), and then restricting his access to the playing space by both clasping his hands on the table edge (L4, making them unavailable to move pieces) and then withdrawing from the table (L6). Despite all this, Stefan does not begin the next game turn. Rob thus prompts him to play (L9):

Extract 9: DT Small World Sky Islands_20:24

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | rob: | >>+‘redeploying’ armies-->
| 2 | stef: | >>‘gaze on board’>
| 3 |   | +(0.7)+(.)
| 4 | rob: | --t,+,clasps hands leaning on table-->
| 5 | rob: | .tch uh::i:::i: Yeah okay,
| 6 | rob: | --t+withdraws from table edge
| 7 | rob: | (0.4)+(0.2)
| 8 | rob: | --t+arranging own coins & character-->
| 9 | rob: | Go=
| 10 | stef: | =Alright::t uh::m:,

In saying “Go” (L9), Rob makes Stefan accountable for not yet having begun his game turn. Rob has displayed the full series of possible practices for reaching possible completion, even including an utterance, “Yeah okay” (L5), that seems to confirm his decision to himself in a form of self-talk (Keevallik, 2018), as well as further making his game-turn completion visible. In other words, we have reached the postpossible completion environment. In the next section, I will further analyze how players manage progressivity of game turns once possible completion has been passed.

### Postpossible completion: accounting for delay

In everyday interaction, the postpossible completion space is for expanding a completed turn and/or orienting to a completed turn (Schegloff, 1996, p. 90). A game turn cannot be expanded, at least, without extensive accounting and discussion of whether “take backs” are acceptable (see Liberman, 2013, p. 108). However, players use the postpossible completion space for a different purpose: to prompt the next player to begin their game turn. Several points of evidence demonstrate that these are prompts and not next player selections: the preallocated game-turn order is available to all players (often in visible form on the table), players do not name the next player unless the next player is displaying evidence of disattention or delay, and players treat disattention and delay as accountable.

For example, in Extract 10, Sarah fails to begin her game turn in a timely fashion (L4–5), and Mary prompts Sarah as the next player (L6–8).

Extract 10: RPS Coup 170404_37.00

<p>| | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1 | sar: | >>|gaze down-->
| 2 | TAM: | Don’ [trust youz(h)]
| 3 | wil: | *[I’m gonna take (.). th:ree again,#
| 4 | wil: | *retrieves coins-->
|   | #Ext10.1 |
| 5 | wil: | (0.7)∗(3.5)∗(0.2)∗| (0.5)∗#
| 6 | sar: | --t+arranges coins*leans back, folding arms-->
| 7 | mar: | ^points@sar-->
| 8 | sar: | --|gaze around table-->
|   | #Ext10.2 |
| 9 | mar: | Your go,^#
| 10 | mar: | --^#
|   | #Ext10.3 |
Figure 6.

That Sarah is the next player is available to all present; she is tacitly selected (Lerner, 2003), and the group has gone through the counter-clockwise round of players several times already. Mary withholds prompting Sarah until Will initiates these withdrawal motions (with a point, L7), showing again the orientation to withdrawal as the point of completion. Mary is not merely naming or selecting Sarah, but prompting Sarah to play, and calling her to account for not yet beginning her game turn. It is a pursuit (Button & Casey, 1985). Sarah is given opportunity to prebegin her game turn (before the prompting) throughout Will’s lengthy rearranging of his pieces and withdrawal (L5–6). However, Sarah displays no evidence that she is aware of or is starting her game turn (or that Will’s has finished, L6); in fact her gaze is down, her cards are untouched and unreadable on the table, and her hands are off the table, displaying no incipient playership. Mary’s prompt also shows sensitivity to the calling-to-account nature of her action, as she begins with pointing (which Sarah might not even see as she begins to gaze around the table and potentially notice it is now her turn, L7–8), before verbally reminding Sarah that it is her game turn (L9). One is morally accountable for knowledge of the player order (Stivers et al., 2011), for keeping track of whose current game turn it is, and for giving timely response to game-turn transition.

Prompting occurs only after possible completion. It generally takes the format of describing who is next, such as by their name (Extract 11), color of pieces (Extract 12), character, or with “you’re up,” “your go,” “your turn,” though prompting can also take the form of a directive (“go”). Prompting is one option for the postcompletion space, in that it orients to and pursues the fact that the next player or game turn has not yet begun (increments especially do this in English, Ford et al., 2002).

Extract 11: Bz Lords of Waterdeep_33:48

1  GOR: Keeping it honest, (0.3)
2  STE: °.mk .hh I appreciate [it. (f)(f)(f)^{(f)}hh
3  JAM: [((f)(f)(f)^{(f)}hh
4  bri: "bangs hands back & forth-->
5  gor: (0.3)+(0.9) +(.)^{(0.4)}^{(.)}
6  bri: +picks up cards+gaze@cards-->
7  gor: -->^.....^arms crossed-->
8  bri: Hm. (0.3)+(0.4) +(0.7) +(.)
9  STE: You’re up Brian. (0.3)
10  BRI: Yeah,
Extract 12: 160908 Dominant Species 1_40:08

Players are then accountable for timely entry. Even if, according to their preallocated rights to take a game turn, players could in principle take however long they like, in any actual game players are beholden to Garfinkel’s (1963, p. 200) observation that no player or game “permits the time of occurrence, duration, and phasing of moves to be defined entirely as a matter of the player’s preference.” Literally taking however long they like to play would likely result in abandoning the game as it stands, and taking a long time raises questions about attention, commitment to the activity, capacity to play, and so on. What happens, then, if a player is not yet ready to play? The prior game turn may have changed the options available for the current game turn, altering plans or strategies. How does a player delay appropriately? The technique to accomplish this is a display of “thinking” (Hofstetter, in press). Players engage in displays of attention and awareness to the game turn and of incipient-but-not-yet-ready action. These practices display for other players that the current player is aware of the game-turn progression (so needs no prompting) and is actively orienting to progressivity but faces some barrier to completion. Here, Hal completes his game turn (L1–2) and withdraws (L3–5). After 0.6 seconds of silence, he adds a postcompletion “Done” (L6), reclosing and emphasizing the completion of his game turn, possibly since the next player, Tina, is not yet collecting her pieces to begin.

Extract 13: GN Lords of Waterdeep_1_43.08

...
Tina demonstrates her active attention to the game through a turn-starting clicks (Ogden, 2013) (L8), leaning to get a better view of parts of the board (L9–10), and self-talk concerning possible options (L12). These practices also project incipient action, by displaying active efforts to move the game turn forward. Hal returns to organizing his own pieces (L14), which enacts willingness to wait for Tina to play (rather than asking for her attention or action; it does not hold Tina accountable for not yet playing). Tina can thus delay actually playing but still begin her game turn.

Thinking practices are so connected to prebeginning a game turn that, if used at the inappropriate time, may cause a disruption to intersubjectivity concerning whose game turn it currently is. For instance, according to the game-turn order below, it is actually Bird’s game turn, but they are not displaying thinking (L1). Spider is the next player, and they begin to display thinking practices instead—“uhm”-ing (L2), singing (L2), and leaning in toward the board (L4–5). Stevanovic (2013) has also pointed out this connection between humming and displayed unavailability; “thinking” practices like singing display unavailability to the other players due to attention to the game turn.

Extract 14: 160908 Dominant Species 1_19:28

4  
5  SP:  Uhm::: hhhm hm:: hm:: hhm hm hm hm:: hm::
6  bir:  *gaze@board-->
7  (1.9) + (0.2)
8  sp:  *leans to better vantage view of tile-->
9  BIR:  .hhh*Sorry is it my turn to m*ove in,
10 bir:  -->*gaze@tokens--------------*gaze@board-->
11 sp:  -->*
12 SP:  No- **e- e=* [Oh.=*Sorry.=Yes it +is yours.]
13 MAM:  [Uh:* : yes it is ][: : : ]
14 sp:  -->+gaze@list----------+gaze@board near bird-->
15 bir:  -->*gaze@tokens-->
16 BIR:  [It is isn’t]
17  it,* Yep. *So:: *do I want to *do ntha:::t,
18 bir:  -->*gaze@board-->
19 bir:  *leans back & starts*adjusting hair-->
20  (0.5)
21 BIR:  .fFFF

Figure 7.
Bird treats Spider’s thinking practices as a display of starting a game turn and initiates repair as to whose game turn it actually is (L6). Only once the players all confirm it is actually Bird’s game turn does Bird start to engage in thinking practices (L14–16). In this way, Bird rectifies what was absent previously—a display of incipient playership. Spider likewise ceases doing a display of “thinking” now that it has been discovered to be inapposite.

In this section, I have analyzed how players manage the postpossible completion space. If the next player fails to begin the next game turn in a timely manner, then other players may make them accountable by prompting them to play. Prompts are not selections, given the preallocated game-turn order but are sanctions for not displaying timely attention to the game’s progress. If next players want to avoid such accountability but are yet unable to play immediately, they may engage in thinking practices whereby they demonstrate active attention to the game turn, ponder aloud their choices, and demonstrate active efforts to play incipiently.

**Overlap and skipping**

I have demonstrated above how players orient to similar structures in game-turn transitions as in Schegloff’s (1996) analysis of everyday turn transitions, with orientations to possible completions points and the pre- and post-space around them. I have shown instances where prebeginnings were treated as acceptable, as long as the overlap occurred after the pre-possible completion point (see Extract 1, 3). The final question to address is how players deal with and what they treat as (interjacent) overlap (Jefferson, 1986)—that is, a player taking a game turn when it is not their moment to play.

Players are accountable for keeping to the game-turn order, and skipping game turns is a sanctionable occurrence (though players manage without a mediator, contrast to teacher mediation in Hazel & Mortensen, 2017). When Cat’s game turn reaches possible completion, below (L1–4), the next player should be Bee, but Ada initiates her game turn instead (L7) in overlap with Cat’s post-completion assessment of her own game turn (L5–6).

Extract 15: 170322 RPS Coup_26:42

```
1 ADA: oh I can yea >you’re not (havin’ ‘em)< .hhs
2 ada: -->*gaze@cat-->
3 ADA: [ehhh(h)eh(h)eh](h)eh.hh
4 CAT: [*Aw:::::* ,]
5 CAT: Mkay, [Fair e+nough]*, 
6 cat: -->shrug=gaze@ada
7 ADA: [*An:d ] now I’m *ganna kill$ you because
8 ada: -->*gaze@table-------------*gaze@cat-->
9 ada: $...........
10 ADA: [like ] $.hs(h)eheha+hah[n[:]
11 CAT: [+ahh]
12 cat: +mouth open-----------
13 ada: ........shands on coins>
14 BEE: [^IT’S MY: TURN:(h)hh. ]
15 bee: ^gaze@ada-------------
16 CAT: [Not +your GO:::e[hehh^+
17 cat: +gaze@ada-------------
18 ADA: [Whah-
19 Well:, [when it is my turn= 
20 CAT: [heH
```
Ada is resoundingly sanctioned with yelled corrections from both Bee and Cat (L15, 16) and retroactively transforms her game turn into a preannouncement of what she will eventually do (L19), providing a joking sort of account for her actions. This demonstrates how quickly and how dramatically players will hold each other accountable for maintaining proper game-turn order.

With respect to overlap, I have described above (see Extracts 2–3) how players avoid playing any earlier than pre-possible completion, which is reached when the current player completes the last (set of) game action(s) on his or her game turn. One reason for this is that players are waiting for the moment when the current game actions are “set in stone”—that is, when the current player may no longer unaccountably change their game actions. The further in time (and in game-action sequences) a current player gets from making game-action choices, the more accountable they are for making alterations. As already seen in Extract 1, the space between pre-possible completion and the possible completion point is one of the last places for self-repair, without being made accountable by other players. In contrast, below, players orient to the accountability of changing the game turn after their game turn and the next game turns had passed. Players orient to the necessity of asking permission and to consensus, before making any change.

Extract 16: 160908 Dominant Species 2_2.00

1 SP:  -->*still leaning forward, playing with shirt-->  
2 SP:  .hhhhhhhhhh uh:::m: "(n::):"  
3 (0.5)  
4 SP:  Do I go [s :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: upper ]=  
5 BIR:  ([Loads of] wishing you’d done stuff differently. Nevermind.]  
6 SP:  =aggressive? #or::#:  
7 REP:  I:::it happens,=  
8 BIR:  ="*Yeah":.  
9 sp:  -->*leans further forward, returns to playing with necklace-->  
10 (1.4)  
11 BIR:  >Suddenly< saw a<other> way round that I could’ve done it >which  
12 would’ve (made it=)<  
13 (1.2)  
14 SP:  ( [n::]  
15 BIR:  [Am I too + late to take my last one + back,  
16 bir:  ...............+point@tokens-------------pulse-->  
17 BIR:  +You haven’t +played yet+,  
18 bir:  -->+.----------+point@Sp+++hover-->  
19 MAM:  [Go-  
20 BIR:  D’[you mind,  
21 SP:  [Yeah=yeah.+=Go [for it.]  
22 BIR:  [Yeah. ]=  
23 bir:  -->+reaches for token-->  
24 BIR:  =I’d +rath~ I think I’d rather +do that.  
25 bir:  -->+moves token---------------+withdraws-->  

Extract 17: 160712 Tash Kalar 2_19.42

1 KAT:  .tch I don’t suppose [you guys  
2 JOH:  [My ap(h)ol(h)og(h)ies, [.hh ((to AD))  
3 AD:  [s’ okay,  
4 KAT:  [would let  
5 me like (.) <ch[an]ge #where I put a piece last t[ime],#  
6 JOH:  [()  
7 AD:  [.tch  
8 KAT:  (it’s o-) if- It’s fine if the answer’s #no::#:=  
9 AD:  =if nothing else had changed on the board, (.) I’d say sure,  
10 (0.5) but the board’s [+changed this much,"  

In Extract 16, prior player Bird builds up both a preaccount for needing to change their prior game turn (L5-11), as well as adding subsequent accounting in the absence of response (L17). Bird treats it as necessary to get permission—in particular permission from Spider—and does not act until that has been given. In Extract 17, more time has passed since the game turn the player desires to change. Kat
treats herself as even more accountable than Bird, by framing her request even more strongly to prefer a refusal (L1) and mitigating the accountability of a refusal with “It’s fine if the answer’s #no::#” (L8).

Reptile puts into members’ terms one reason for avoiding post–game-turn change: it is unfair because players make choices based on the information available at the time. However, this also provides insight into why players avoid playing until after pre-possible completion is evident; overly early play would provide the current player with information about the next player’s game turn that they (the current player) should not have while making their own decisions. In other words, a current player should make strategic decisions without being able to know the future; knowing the next player’s choices gives the current player an unfair advantage, which undermines fair play, a valued element of gaming as an activity. This means that a next player should not play until the prior player is unable to change their (current) game turn or, rather, when they become accountable for doing so—when the current player is past the point of self-repair.

Returning to the transition space, we will see that the precise moment when such “inability” to change decisions is a matter for members to negotiate in situ. In the game below, game turns involve placing a token, taking the resources (e.g., “money,” “wizards”) that placement enables and then, optionally, playing a “quest.” The quest involves paying a specified set of collected resources back to the bank and collecting points in return. Typically, next players wait until such a quest is completed (players usually do one every game turn) or the opportunity explicitly passed up. However, the information next players need for choosing their game action—which location to place a token upon—is available as soon as the current player begins dealing with the quest, because the decision concerning which location to visit has been made. The decision on location is almost never repaired, because the resources collected at that location are typically used immediately for the quest at hand. This means that it is possible to interpret the start of pre-possible completion as beginning as soon as a player has withdrawn from the token placement, rather than once a quest has been completed. Such an interpretation is made below, by Brandon starting his next game turn in overlap with Tina’s current game turn (L8).

Extract 18: GN Lords of Waterdeep_1:21:21

```
1 BRA: Two clerics,
2 STE: +Kay,
3 bra: +passing white tokens to tin-->
4 *(0.3)*
5 tin: *receiving tokens-->
6 bra: -->
7 TIN: "Y:*ea|h#::*:.;h#"
8 BRA: [Uh:: I'm taking four +dolla[rs+ at=
9 tin: -->*',,,,*
10 bra: +..................+places token+
11 TIN: [Wait=
12 BRA: *[Aurora’s re]*:+al:*m:: (shops) + ar=*
13 TIN: [*twait:. twait:t].
14 tin: "holds up token",,,,*
15 bra: +holds up both hands+
16 BRA: =You’re right.=I’m- sorry.+[You’re gonna complete a=
17 TIN: [)
18 bra: +removing token-->
19 BRA: [quest,=.: hh It’s not+ gonna st+op me;]=
20 TIN: [I'm: completing another quest. ]
21 bra: ++returning token--,--,--,++taking coins from bank-->
22 BRA: =It’s not gonna [stop me.
23 LRY: [Your go.
24 bra: -->
25 BRA: |You can’t| s[top] m[e.]
26 LRY: [Go.
27 lry: |.........|point@ste|,]`
28 TIN: [So give me eight,
29 BRA: [Wait no.:Let her complete
30 her quest
```
Tina makes Brandon aware that she is (a) not foregoing the optional quest and (b) still dealing with it, by ordering him to “wait” (L11–13). Brandon at first withholds playing and apologizes (L16–19). However, he switches to accounting for his actions as logical and acceptable, treating Tina’s game actions as now unchangeable (L19–25). Although at least one other player treats this as acceptable (L23–26), Brandon himself then pauses his game play again (L29–30). At this point, he has taken his first game action (L21), which he can do as long as he treats Tina’s game turn as unchangeable, but he cannot continue with taking his own quest until Tina’s is finished, due to Tina’s quest’s possible consequences. This sequence demonstrates an extreme instance of overlap and how it is made sense of as not interjacent. It also demonstrates how the pre-possible completion space is a negotiable, member-organized phenomenon, in the sense of where it starts but also in the sense of what is accountable within that space. The preallocation of game turns results in orientations to whether a game turn is sufficiently unchangeable to permit next players’ game turns to progress, the alternative being treated inevitably as early and interjacent, as well as unfair.

**Discussion**

In this paper, I have analyzed the methods board gamers use for managing game-turn transitions in a round-based, preallocated turn-taking system. This analysis demonstrated how players actively organized game play and how game-turn transition was coordinated as part of achieving gameplay itself. I have demonstrated that players organize game-turn transitions analogously to Schegloff’s (1996) system for turn transition, in that players orient to pre-possible completion, possible completion points, and postpossible completion additions. First, pre-possible completion was shown to depend on completing preallocated elements of the game (specific game actions) and that players used additional practices to then reach possible completion, such as withdrawing from the playing space. Second, players used the postcompletion space to prompt (when necessary), rather than select, next players, treating selection as what ought to be known already by all players. Third, although players oriented to accountably beginning their game turn on time, sometimes they had to begin but not actually play. Thinking practices, which demonstrated attention to the game turn and active efforts to progress it, solved this problem (see also Hofstetter, in press). Most critically for the analysis of settings involving preallocation, transitions were shown to be a member-organized phenomenon, not a passive adherence to preallocated features. The preallocated features, such as the sequence of game actions, make an inferential framework (Levinson, 1992) on which to project completion, much as prosody, syntax, and embodiment provide resources for projecting TCU endings in everyday talk. A relevant next step would be to analyze the means by which such a framework is established and begun, in situ, which would be relevant for all preallocated systems.

The preallocated nature of the turns provides additional affordances that everyday talk does not. For instance, as players cannot (legitimately) progress the game in the absence of a game turn from the current player, practices for managing ongoing delay arise. In doing so, players uphold the “fairness” (Hofstetter & Robles, 2019) of the game—specifically, in maintaining equal access to game turns for all players. The preallocation both permits and enacts an ideology of fair play, something that may be worth investigating where institutional turn systems are similarly concerned, such as judicial settings.

A further next step is to analyze non–round-based games, and games in other cultures and languages, since they are such a ubiquitous human phenomenon (De Voogt, 2017; Finkel, 2007). Preliminary evidence in Zinken (2016) and Sutinen (2014) suggest the proposed system here applies at least in Polish and Finnish. Furthermore, an analysis of the practices for creating and maintaining game-turn order and the sequence of events involved in achieving a game turn is necessary.

**Notes**

1. I am very grateful to an anonymous reviewer for suggesting I make this a primary comparison point.
2. Although across the corpus, players largely use the “touch rule” common in chess, it is only in professional chess that such a rule was ever seen to be enforced. The touch rule stipulates that once a player releases hold on a token,
they have committed to that token’s placement for that game turn. However, even in competitive chess players often ignore the touch rule to fix pieces that mistakenly fell over due to haste of placement.

3. Thank you to the same anonymous reviewer for suggesting this connection.
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